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Abstract—In this paper we provide empirical evidence that the
rating that an app attracts can be accurately predicted from the
features it offers. Our results, based on an analysis of 11,537 apps
from the Samsung Android and BlackBerry World app stores,
indicate that the rating of 89% of these apps can be predicted
with 100% accuracy. Our prediction model is built by using
feature and rating information from the existing apps offered in
the App Store and it yields highly accurate rating predictions,
using only a few (11-12) existing apps for case-based prediction.
These findings may have important implications for require-
ments engineering in app stores: They indicate that app devel-
opers may be able to obtain (very accurate) assessments of the
customer reaction to their proposed feature sets (requirements),
thereby providing new opportunities to support the requirements
elicitation process for app developers.
Index Terms—App Store Analysis, Requirements Elicitation,
App Features Extraction, Rating Estimation, Mobile Applica-
tions, Software Analytics, Predictive Modelling, Natural Lan-
guage Processing, Machine Learning, Case Based Reasoning.
I. INTRODUCTION
App development is an increasingly innovative software in-
dustry [1]. However, app developers face competitive markets
where good apps can fail, receiving poor attention (i.e., few or
no downloads) [2]. According to the analytical firms Adeven,
Distimo and Localytics, more than 60% of the apps in the
Apple App Store have never been downloaded in 2012 [3] and
80% of paid Android apps received fewer than 100 downloads
in 2011 [4], and in 2017 80% of all app users, across all
industries, abandoned an app within 90 days, with 25% of
them using the app once only [5].
App developers therefore need to better understand their
users’ requirements to ensure their apps receive a better
reaction once deployed into an App Store. Fortunately, the
wealth of publicly available and analysable data in App Stores
may hold an answer to this requirements elicitation problem:
App stores provide a new channel of communication between
software developers and their users [6]. Users’ feedback on
previous releases (released by competitors as well as by
the developers themselves) could thus potentially be used to
support novel approaches to requirements elicitation.
This paper further investigates this potential requirements
elicitation channel. We present results that reveal that the extra
communication channels available for App Store developers
may, indeed, support new kinds of requirements elicitation
process. A number of factors may play a role in determining
whether an app becomes successful (see e.g., [7][8][9]). In this
paper we focus purely on the features claimed for apps in their
descriptions as one driver of the customers’ reaction to the
app. A recent study has shown the influence of both product
descriptions and online product reviews on the download
decisions for mobile apps [10]. Past research has also found
that ratings and downloads are often very highly correlated
[11] and that rating is one of the key determinants of users’
app purchase decisions [12]. These results hold out the hope
that app developers might, somehow, use claimed features of
existing apps as a form of requirements elicitation for new
proposed apps.
In this paper, we present empirical evidence that an initial,
coarse-grained, assessment of customers’ likely reaction to a
proposed set of features is possible by leveraging information
about the features of existing apps. Our results reveal that app
developers can mine ratings attracted by existing apps and the
features they claim to offer, in order to predict, accurately,
the likely customer rating reaction to a newly proposed app
(based on the set of features proposed for this new app). By
thinking of such proposed features as potential requirements,
we therefore establish an attractive new predictive modelling
mechanism to support app requirements elicitation. While
the rating that an app attracts remains a relatively coarse-
grained aspect of user feedback it is nevertheless, a highly
important aspect to app developers, because of its correlation
with popularity [11] and, therefore, to the likely commercial
success of the apps that developers may seek to deploy into
an App Store.
As illustrated in Figure 1, our approach predicts the cus-
tomer rating reaction to a given app by comparing its proposed
feature requirements to the technical features (from now on
referred to as claimed features) extracted from the thousands
of such app descriptions available in app stores. To mine the
claimed features we used the approach proposed by Harman
et al. [11], while to estimate the rating of target apps by
solely relying on apps’ claimed features we used Case Based
Reasoning (CBR) [13] as explained in Section II.
We applied this approach to 9,588 and 1,949 apps available
from the BlackBerry App World store and the Samsung App
(Android) store, respectively. It might surprise the reader to
learn that app ratings are predictable just from the claims
developers make about their features. This is the key insight
of our work: App ratings are surprisingly predictable, at least
for the two app stores we studied.
Fig. 1. Approach Overview: Estimating the rating of a given app by comparing its proposed features to claimed features and actual ratings of apps available
from an app store.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II
describes the approach we used to estimate app ratings solely
using information extracted from app stores. Section III de-
scribes the design of our empirical study, the results of which
are presented in Section IV. Section V describes related work.
Section VI provides the reader with actionable findings and
future work from our study, while Section VII concludes.
II. ESTIMATING APPS’ RATING FROM CLAIMED FEATURES
To mine apps’ features and rating information from an app
store we adopted the app analysis framework proposed by
Harman et al. [11]. We used the first three phases to collect
feature claims from descriptions and extended the fourth phase
to predict rating as follows:
The first phase extracts raw data from the app store (in
this study BLACKBERRY APP WORLD1 and SAMSUNG APP2,
though the approach can be applied to other app stores with
suitable changes to the extraction front end).
In the second phase, the raw data is parsed to retrieve all
the available attributes of each app relating to price, rank of
downloads, ratings, and textual descriptions of the app itself.
In the third phase, the framework leverages app descriptions
to identify technical information. In particular, it uses Natural
Language Processing (NLP) to extract the features of apps
from their textual descriptions. The definition of an app feature
(as extracted by the Harman et al.’s process [11][14]) is as fol-
lows: “A feature is a claimed functionality offered by an app,
captured by a set of collocated words in the app description
and shared by a set of apps in the same category.” For example,
“receive Facebook message” and “7-days weather forecast”
are two features extracted from apps in the IM & Social
Networking and Weather categories, respectively [14].
In order to extract features from app descriptions written in
natural language, a four-step NLP algorithm was devised and
implemented by using the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK),
1http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/
2http://www.samsung.com/levant/apps/mobile/galaxyapps/
a comprehensive Python package for NLP [15]. In this work
we analyse app descriptions written in English. However the
approach is language independent and the algorithm can work
with different corpora [16]. The details of the algorithm and
a running example can be found elsewhere [14].
The fourth and last phase of the approach involves the anal-
ysis of the information collected through the previous phases.
This phase is application-specific since these information
can, of course, support different analyses. In previous work
features’ metrics have been used to analyse the relationship
between price, rating, and rank of downloads [11][14], and
claimed features have been used to cluster mobile apps [17].
Sarro et al. [18] have analysed the migration of claimed
features across product categories in two existing app stores.
In this work we use apps’ rating and the features claimed in
apps’ descriptions as input to the rating prediction system.
Since we aim to study the predictability of apps’ rating
based only on the claimed features extracted from apps’ textual
description, we encode the information extracted for a given
app as a vector containing the actual app’s rating and n
technical features extracted from the app’s description in the
third phase. That is, we form a vector of values that consists
of a numerical value representing the rating and a bit string
containing one bit per feature that a mobile app may possess:
1 if the app possesses the feature; 0 if not. As an example, if
an app resides in a category with 40 potential features, then the
vector has 40 bits denoting the presence or absence of these 40
features, and a numeric value denoting its actual rating. The
set of all apps collected from existing app stores and encoded
as described above forms the database (i.e., case base) we use
for our prediction system.
Given a newly proposed, but as-yet unimplemented, app
(i.e., characterised purely by its set of proposed features) we
retrieve the k most similar apps from this database by using
Case Based Reasoning (CBR). CBR is a branch of Artificial
Intelligence that has attracted significant interest from a wide
range of research domains and it has been successfully used
in Software Engineering for prediction tasks [19]. Given a
target app, CBR identifies similar apps by using a similarity
function that measures the distance between the target case and
the other cases based on the values of the n features of these
apps. Although numerous techniques are available to measure
similarity, unweighted Euclidean distance (i.e., the square root
of the sum of the squares of the dimension differences) has
been the most widely-used in Software Engineering [19],
and thus in our empirical study we used the n-dimensional
Euclidean distance, where n is the number of features and
each app is represented by an n dimensional vector in the
space 1n.
According to the chosen similarity measure, CBR ranks
apps in decreasing order of similarity to the target and utilises
the past rating of the nearest k apps to estimate the rating of the
target app. The choice of k has been a matter of some debate
[20]. Earlier studies in Software Engineering restricted their
analysis to the closest case (k=1) (see e.g., [21]).More recent
studies have used different numbers of analogies to identify
the best value for this parameter [22][23][24].
In this work we have analysed the impact of using different
number of analogies to shed light on the actionability of CBR
for apps’ rating prediction. If k is too large then the CBR
approach would require too many existing apps’ collected data
to be actionable. We investigate this actionability concern in
RQ3 in the next section.
Once the k most relevant cases have been retrieved, an
adaptation strategy is employed to obtain the final estimate for
the target app. Many adaptation techniques can be used, based
on rules, human expert, or a simple statistical procedure such
as a weighted mean [21], which is the measure we used (in this
case, the CBR system is also known as k-nearest neighbours).
Further details about the settings used for CBR in our
empirical study are given in Section III-D in order to ensure
our work and its findings can be replicated by others.
III. EMPIRICAL STUDY DESIGN
This section explains the design of our empirical study, the
research questions we set out to answer and the methods and
statistical tests we used to answer these questions.
A. Research Questions
Our research questions concern the use of claimed features
to predict app ratings based on reasoning by case. If the
predictive quality is high, then the obtained estimations may
be useful in themselves (to help guide pricing decisions, for
example). Such estimations would also validate the quality
of the feature information extracted (because they would be
extracted to provide accurate predictions of an important
attribute: rating). Therefore the first and foremost research
question we need to investigate is:
RQ1: Rating Predictability. Can we predict apps’ rating from
their claimed features?
In order to assess whether rating is predictable using
only the claimed features, we compare the CBR approach
to Random Guessing (RG), which is a benchmark needed
to assess the usefulness of any prediction system [25]. RG
randomly assigns the y value of another case to the target
case. More formally, it is defined as: Predict a y for the target
case t by randomly sampling (with equal probability) over
all the remaining n − 1 cases and take y = r where r is
drawn randomly from 1...nr = t [25]. Any good prediction
system should outperform random guessing, since an inability
to obtain better estimates than random estimates implies that
the system is not using any case information [25]. In our
case, failure to comfortably outperform RG would imply that
the claimed features do not provide CBR with any useful
information to predict ratings.
If we find out that the rating is predicable overall, we
would still need to understand whether rating predictability
varies across categories. It could be that some categories are
relatively predictable and this would limit the applicability to
app store requirements elicitation. This motivates our second
research question:
RQ2: Rating Predictability Across Categories. Does rating
predictability vary across app stores’ categories?
To answer this question we compare CBR’s results to Ran-
dom Guessing at a finer granularity level, and also compare
CBR to two additional baselines based on the use of mean
and median value of the ratings of all the apps existing in a
given category. Mean and median are two baselines for rating
predictability per category (we refer to these approaches as
the MeanRating and MedianRating from now onwards). This
choice is motivated by the fact that the apps in a certain
category are usually grouped based on the functionalities they
provide and one may argue that a simple approach such as
computing the mean (or median) of the ratings of the existing
apps in a given category would give us a good indication
for the rating of a new app meant for that category. If so,
ratings would not really be predictable, it would simply be that
rating distributions highly cluster around the mean/median.
Moreover, MeanRating and MedianRating are two common
benchmarks for prediction systems when there is no other
state-of-the-art approach for comparison as in our case [25].
Therefore, we formulate the following subquestions:
RQ2.1: Does CBR outperform Random Guessing for all
categories?
RQ2.2: Does CBR outperform MeanRating for all categories?
RQ2.3: Does CBR outperform MedianRating for all cate-
gories?
If we find that rating is predictable within each of the
app stores’ categories, we need to understand how to use our
approach in practice, because our prediction system needs to
select the top k similar apps as bases for prediction. This
choice is usually left to the developers. Therefore, investigating
how robust our approach is to the selection of k provides
developers with guidelines for this choice:
RQ3: Actionability. How robust is our approach to the choice
of the number of apps, k, used to form the cases for predictive
modelling?
In particular, we are interested in observing whether the
prediction performance differs significantly depending on the
number of analogies, k, used and whether we can achieve
reliable prediction using few cases. If prediction requires too
many cases this may make the application to requirements elic-
itation impractical because it relies on too much information.
Therefore, we answer the following subquestions:
RQ3.1: Does CBR provide significantly different predictions
depending on the number of apps, k, used?
RQ3.2: Can reliable prediction be achieved with relatively few
cases (k)?
In order to answer these questions, we compare the predic-
tion accuracy achieved by CBR exploiting different choices for
the number of relevant apps (i.e., from 1 up to 15 analogies) to
obtain the final prediction. This will reveal the number of apps
that are needed as inputs to the case-based reasoning in order
to perform accurate prediction for the stores we considered.
B. Data
To answer the research questions, we constructed an app
store database from the information present on the 1st of
September 2011 in the BlackBerry App World and Samsung
Android App stores for all non-zero priced apps.
Fortunately, the 2011 dataset offers complete data (while the
majority of the current app stores only provide information
about the highest performing apps). Since we have all the
data available in both stores at that time, this study does
not suffer from the App Sampling Problem [26]. Of course
our technique can be applied to any year, any data set,
and any store. However, the ability to overcome the App
Sampling Problem ensures that our evaluation is more robust
and includes modestly performing apps as well as very popular
ones. Our findings therefore hold for all apps in these stores,
not merely the most popular.
In September 2011, BlackBerry App World had 19 cat-
egories and 9,588 paid apps, while Samsung Android App
had 14 categories and 1,949 paid apps. For our analysis we
excluded from the BlackBerry study the ‘Reference & eBooks’
and ‘Themes’ categories because their apps delivered solely
static content (e.g., download books or wallpaper). Moreover,
we excluded from the Samsung App study the ‘Brand’ and
‘News & Magazine’ categories since they contained very few
apps (8 and 12, respectively) and the ‘Handmark’ category
since it contained only apps developed by a same software
company (i.e., Handmark). These categories all denote out-
liers. For the remaining categories, a total of 11,537 apps
(9,588 for BlackBerry and 1,949 for Samsung) were available
and we extracted 1,256 and 620 features from the BlackBerry
apps and the Samsung apps, respectively.
Summary data concerning the categories we studied is
presented in Table I: The number of features represents the
total number of features extracted from the app descriptions in
a given category by using the framework explained in Section
II ; The rating data is recorded by the app stores and computed
as the average of the ratings given by the customers of a given
app (i.e., the rating of an app, as provided by the app stores,
is a real number ranging from 0 to 5); we report in the Table
the mean rating of the apps per category.
TABLE I
Summary data for the (a) BlackBerry and (b) Samsung stores.
(a) BlackBerry App World
Category Apps Features Rating
Games 2,604 40 2.13
Utilities 1,362 78 2.32
Entertainment 908 86 1.86
Travel 764 81 0.67
Health & Wellness 626 84 1.58
Education 576 82 1.38
Productivity 503 92 2.54
Music & Audio 499 82 0.99
Photo & Video 393 86 1.40
Business 350 96 1.79
Maps & Navigation 245 71 2.16
Sports & Recreation 239 43 2.05
Finance 193 75 1.93
IM & Social Networking 150 78 2.55
News 73 53 1.73
Weather 58 73 2.44
Shopping 45 56 2.33
All categories 9,588 1,256 3.20
(b) Samsung App
Category Apps Features Rating
Entertainment 407 98 1.59
Games 102 72 2.14
Healt/Life 252 53 2.19
Music Video 72 36 1.90
Navigation 130 80 1.93
Productivity 145 87 2.20
References 346 79 0.86
Social 35 25 2.10
Utilities 460 90 1.94
All categories 1,949 620 1.87
We make all our data available to support subsequent
downstream analyses3.
C. Evaluation Criteria and Validation Method
To assess the accuracy of the rating estimations obtained
using CBR, we used the most recent best practice for assessing
and comparing prediction systems as proposed in previous
work [25][27][28].
As suggested by Shepperd and MacDonell [25] we mea-
sured the accuracy of a prediction system as the Mean of
Absolute Residual (MAR) errors, where the Absolute Residual
(AR) error is defined as the absolute value of the difference
between the observed value of the dependent variable (y) and
the predicted value (yˆ). In our case the dependent variable is
the rating and the AR indicates the prediction error we commit
in its prediction.
To check for statistical significance we used the Wilcoxon
Signed Rank test [29], since the Shapiro test [30] showed
that many of our samples came from non-normally distributed
populations, making the t-test unsuitable. The Wilcoxon test is
a safe test to apply (even for normally distributed data), since
it raises the bar for significance, by making no assumptions
about underlying data distributions. In particular, to answer
RQ1 and RQ2 we tested the following Null Hypothesis: “The
3The data will be made publicly available at http://www0.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/
F.Sarro/projects/UCLappA/home.html.
absolute residual errors provided by the prediction system
Pi are not significantly less than those provided by the
prediction system Pj .”, while to answer RQ3 we tested the
Null Hypothesis: “The absolute residual errors provided by
CBRk are not different from those provided by CBRk+1” for
k = 1, ..., 14. For these tests we set the confidence limit, α, at
0.05 and applied the standard Bonferroni correction (which is
the most conservatively cautious of all corrections) to account
for multiple statistical hypotheses testing. This conservatism
avoids the risk of Type I error (i.e., incorrectly rejecting the
Null Hypothesis and claiming predictability without strong
evidence).
We also quantified the magnitude of the differences found
by using the non-parametric Vargha and Delaney’s A12 effect
size measure [31]. We used this non-parametric measure
because not all samples were normally distributed and, as
suggested elsewhere [25][32], it is better, in cases such as ours,
to use a standardised measure rather than a pooled measure
such as the Cohen’s d effect size. Given a performance
measure M , the A12 statistic measures the probability that
running algorithm A yields better M -values than running
another algorithm B: A12 = (R1/m− (m+1)/2)/n , where
R1 is the rank sum of the first data group we are comparing,
and m and n are the number of observations in the first
and second data sample, respectively. If the two algorithms
are equivalent, then A12 = 0.5. According to Vargha and
Delaney [31], a small, medium, and a large difference between
two populations is indicated by A12 over 0.56, 0.64, and
0.71, respectively. No transformation of the A12 metric is
needed as we are interested in any improvement in predictive
performance [33][34].
To validate our prediction system, we used a standard
10-fold cross-validation, which partitions the initial data set
of m observations into 10 randomly-selected test subsets of
nearly equal size. For each of the test subsets, the remaining
observations compose a training set which is used to build
the estimation model; such a model is then validated on the
corresponding test subset.
D. Case Based Reasoning Setting
To realise the CBR system used in this study we relied
on the ANGEL tool originally developed by Shepperd and
Schofield to estimate the development effort of software
projects [13]. ANGEL is publicly available and can be easily
used for other prediction tasks. It supports the Euclidean
distance measure between vectors and we used this metric
to compute app similarity, while the final estimation was
computed as the mean rating of the k nearest analogies (i.e.,
the k most similar apps). We report results of each of the
choices of k, between k = 1 and k = 15 analogies. To answer
RQs 1-2 we consider the worst, the mean and the best results
(given the choice of k), while in Section IV-C we report the
analysis of the performance of CBR for each of the k we
investigated (i.e., 1 ≤ k ≤ 15) to answer RQ3.
E. Threats to Validity
We discuss the validity of our study based on three types
of threats: construct, conclusion, and external validity.
Since our data is extracted from the Samsung Android and
Blackberry App Store, we are relying on the maintainers of
these stores for the reliability of our raw data. Therefore
inaccuracies and imprecision in this data may have affected
some of our derived data. For example, customers may, for
various reasons, disappropriately leave ratings that do not
reflect their true opinions [14] or the current store-rating of
apps may not be sufficiently dynamic to capture the changing
user satisfaction levels associated with the evolving nature of
apps [35]. Nevertheless, it is not unreasonable to hope that
broad observations about whole classes of apps may still prove
to be robust [14]. Thus, in order to protect against possibly
incorrect conclusions drawn from analysing such data, we
have been careful to draw all of our primary conclusions from
analyses based on large sets of data.
We also addressed possible construct validity threats due
to a biased selection of the apps used in empirical studies
(a.k.a. the App Sampling Problem [26]) by using all the apps
that were present in both stores at the time of collection.
This ensures that our evaluation includes modestly performing
apps as well as very popular ones. However, our findings may
not generalise to those stores that probably suffer the App
Sampling Problem such that insufficient data is available.
In order to mitigate conclusion validity threats, we carefully
applied the statistical tests by verifying that all the required
assumptions are met by the distributions tested, and correcting
for multiple statistical hypotheses testing.
Our approach to external threats follows widely recom-
mended “best practice” for empirical Software Engineering.
That is, we investigated two different app stores and we
studied a wide set of categories to imbue our study with
a high degree of diversity in application type, domain and
size. Nevertheless we cannot claim that our results generalise
beyond the subjects studied. However, we described in detail
the approach proposed and the empirical methodology we
followed in order to allow other researcher to replicate and
extend our work. Moreover, great care is required in extending
our findings from ‘claimed features’ to features that are
truly available to users of the app as developers may not
be entirely truthful (either intentionally or unintentionally)
about the technical claims made [14]. Therefore a potential
threat to generalisability may lie in the extraction of feature
information from these descriptions [11][14]. This threat has
been mitigated by extracting the features from a large and
varied collection of app descriptions, and clarifying that it
is clearly a constraint of the Harman et al. method [11] as
well as of most NLP-based approaches [36]. Therefore, we
cannot and do not claim that the extracted features include
all the real features of the app, but we can certainly claim
that there is evidence (as indicated by a previous human
sanity check [37] and previous work [11][14][17][38][39])
that what we mine from apps’ descriptions are meaningful
feature descriptions and that they denote features claimed
to be included in the apps according to the developers’
own description. Moreover, previous studies have shown that
it is possible to extract features from product descriptions
available on-line [36][40][41][42][43] and the use of text
written in natural language is growing for requirements elicita-
tion [18][44][45][46][47], software maintenance and evolution
[48][49][50][51] and software testing [52][53][54][55].
IV. EMPIRICAL STUDY RESULTS
This section presents the results of our empirical study in
answer to the research questions described in Section III.
A. RQ1. Rating is Predictable
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the number of BlackBerry and
Samsung apps, respectively, for which CBR (configured with
the worst, mean and best k) achieved an Absolute Residual
(AR) error ranging from 0 to 5. Observe the very large number
of apps with AR = 0 and the very low one with AR = 5, this
means that our approach produced most of the time totally
accurate estimates (i.e., the actual rating and the estimated
one coincide) and very rarely totally inaccurate ones (i.e., the
actual rating is 0 and our approach estimates a 5 rating, or
vice versa). In particular, the CBR using the worst k and the
CBR using the best k achieved AR = 0 for 7,143 and 7,750
of the 9,588 total apps contained in the BlackBerry store,
respectively, meaning that our approach achieved completely
correct prediction for 74% and 81% of the total apps in the
worst and best case, respectively. While, the number of apps
for which CBR obtained an AR = 5 is extremely low (i.e.,
0.2% for the worst-performing k and 0.4% for the best k).
For the 2,958 apps from the Samsung store, CBR totally
correctly predicted the rating of 2,344 apps (79%) using CBR
worst k and produced totally inaccurate predictions for only
3% of these apps; while using CBR best k produced totally
accurate predictions for 2,861 Samsung apps (97%) and never
produced totally inaccurate ones. These results suggest that
the app rating is predictable relying solely on claimed features
extracted from app descriptions. This approach has allowed us
to achieve estimates totally accurate for 89% (CBR best k) and
77% (CBR worst k) of the apps contained in both stores (i.e.,
11,537 apps), and the reaming estimates are totally inaccurate
only for 0.4% (CBR best k) and <1.7% (CBR worst k) apps.
To assess whether these results were not merely due to pure
chance, we compared our predictions to random predictions.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the boxplots of the Absolute Resid-
ual (AR) errors achieved using CBR and Random Guessing
to predict the rating of BlackBerry apps and Samsung apps,
respectively. Each of the boxplots displays the full range of
variation (from min to max), the likely range of variation
(i.e., the interquartile range or IQR), the median (depicted
with a black horizontal line) and the mean (depicted with
a blue diamond) of the distribution considered. In particular,
we report the distributions of the Absolute Residual errors
obtained for 1,000 Random Guessing trials, CBR with the best
and worst number of analogies, and the average CBR results
TABLE II
RQ1: Comparing CBR (worst, mean and best k) to Random Guessing (RG)
using Wilcoxon test on Absolute Residual errors.
App Store CBR (worst k) vs. RG CBR (mean k) vs. RG CBR (best k) vs. RGp-value (A12) p-value (A12) p-value (A12)
BlackBerry <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.97)
Samsung <0.001 (0.90) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (1.00)
obtained using 1 to 15 analogies. We can observe that the AR
errors provided by CBR are on average (mean) lower than 0.5
and much lower than those provided by Random Guessing
(which mean AR is above 2) for both the BlackBerry and
Samsung stores. The statistical inference analysis we carried
out confirms this observation (see Table II): The absolute
residual errors provided by CBR are significantly lower than
those achieved by Random Guessing always with large effect
size for both the stores in 100% of the cases.
These results allow us to positively answer our first research
question RQ1: Apps’ rating is predictable from claimed
features for both the BlackBerry and Samsung stores.
B. RQ2. Predictability Across Categories
Figure 4 reports the Mean of Absolute Residual (MAR)
errors obtained by CBR, RandomGuessing, MeanRating and
MedianRating for each of the categories of the BlackBerry
and Samsung stores. We observe that CBR (mean and best
k) achieved the lowest MAR error for all the BlackBerry and
Samsung categories indicating that it provided more accurate
estimations with respect to RandomGuessing (RQ2.1), Mean-
Rating (RQ2.2) and MedianRating (RQ2.3) for both stores.
Moreover, also CBR worst k achieved always a lower MAR
than RandomGuessing, and a lower MAR than MeanRating
and MedianRating for all categories but one (Health/Life).
These results are confirmed by the Wilcoxon test, per-
formed on the Absolute Residual (AR) errors provided by
the approaches considered. Indeed, the p-values (corrected for
multiple statistical testing) and effect sizes reported in Table
III for the BlackBerry store show always a significantly lower
error of CBR with respect to Random Guessing and with a
large effect size for 48 out of 51 cases (94%) and a medium
effect size for the remaining three. For the Samsung store,
CBR always obtained significantly lower absolute residual
errors than Random Guessing with a large effect size for 25 out
of 27 cases (93%) and a medium effect size for the remainder.
These results allow us to positively answer RQ2.1.
The Wilcoxon test confirms also that, for the BlackBerry
store, CBR achieved AR errors significantly better (i.e., lower)
than those provided by MeanEffort and MedianEffort in 100
out of 102 cases (98%), while no statistically significant
difference was found in the remaining two cases (i.e., CBR-
worst-k vs. Mean and vs. MedianRating for the Weather
category). CBR outperformed MeanRating with large effect
sizes in 47 out of 50 cases and medium effect sizes in the
remaining cases, while CBR outperformed MedianRating with
large (32 out 50 cases) and medium (19 out 50 cases) effect
sizes. For the Samsung store, CBR obtained significantly better
(a) BlackBerry App World (b) Samsung App
Fig. 2. RQ1: Number of apps with Absolute Residual (AR) errors ranging from 0 to 5 obtained by CBR (worst, mean and best k) for the BlackBerry App
World (a) and Samsung App (b) stores.
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(a) Prediction Error for BlackBerry App World
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(b) Prediction Error for Samsung App
Fig. 3. RQ1: Boxplots of the Absolute Residual (AR) errors obtained by CBR (worst, mean and best k) and Random Guessing for all the apps of the
BlackBerry App World (a) and Samsung App (b) stores (outliers are not visualised for the sake of readability; the mean AR is depicted with a blue diamond).
(i.e., lower) AR errors than those provided by MeanRating
and MedianRating in 52 out of 54 cases. In particular, CBR
outperformed MeanRating with large effect sizes in all cases,
while CBR outperformed MedianRating with large effect size
in 22 out 27 cases, medium effect size in one case and small in
the remaining four cases. These results allow us to positively
answer RQ2.2 and RQ2.3.
In summary, the answer to RQ2 is that apps’ rating
is predictable across the categories of both app stores in
98% of cases, with large (88%), medium (10%) and small
(2%) effect sizes.
C. RQ3. Actionability
Table IV reports the results in terms of Mean Absolute
Residual (MAR) errors obtained with CBR using 1 to 15
analogies (denoted as CBRk, where k is the number of
analogies). This allows us to investigate the sensitivity of our
approach to this parameter (RQ3.1) and also to determine a
suitable recommendation for the value to be used by app de-
velopers (RQ3.2) if they want to use our prediction modelling
approach to predict ratings.
In general, we observe a very low variation in the MAR
errors obtained from different numbers of analogies, that is
there is a low standard deviation (i.e., < 0.1 for 19 categories,
< 0.2 for 5 categories, and ≈ 1 for only 1 category). To further
assess whether the prediction performances differ significantly
depending on the number of apps, k, used we applied the
Wilcoxon test to compare the absolute residual errors obtained
by each of the 15 configurations considered. The results
revealed a significant difference for only 1,180 out of 5,670
cases (21%). These results suggest that the approach is rather
robust to the choice of k (RQ3.1).
In order to investigate whether we can achieve reliable
prediction using few cases (RQ3.2), we anlayse the results
of the Wilcoxon test according to the following win-tie-loss
procedure as in previous work [28][56]: If the distribution
i was statistically significantly different than j according to
the Wilcoxon test (i.e., p − value < 0.05/α, where α is
the number of comparisons) we incremented wini and lossj ,
otherwise we incremented tiei and tiej . Figure 5 shows the
percentage of win-tie-loss values for each of the CBRk to
illustrates graphically the difference in relative performance
of each of the choices for k. From Figure 5(a) (BlackBerry
store) we can observe that all CBR configurations using k
equals from 4 to 15 provide very similar results, which are
only few times better than the configuration using k equals to
1,2, or 3. While, for the Samsung Store (Figure 5(b)) using
CBR with 11 to 15 analogies provides often better or similar
results with respect to the other choices of k. We also observe
that using 11–12 analogies is sufficient to achieve a good win-
tie-loss balance for both the Samsung store (83-57-0) and the
BlackBerry store (8-229-0),therefore giving practical guidance
to the developers who want to apply our approach.
Thus, in answer to RQ3: The approach is robust to
different CBR configurations as we found statistically
significant differences only for 21% of the comparisons
performed for both the BlackBerry and Samsung stores.
(a) BlackBerry App World
(b) Samsung App
Fig. 4. RQ2: Comparing the Mean of Absolute Residual (MAR) errors provided by CBR (worst, mean and best k) and Random Guessing (RG), MeanRating,
and MedianRating for each of the categories of the BlackBerry App World (a) and Samsung App stores.
TABLE III
RQ2: Comparing the Absolute Residual (AR) errors of CBR (worst, mean and best k) to Random Guessing, MeanRating and MedianRating, using the
Wilcoxon test (p-value (A12 effect size)) for the BlackBerry and Samsung app stores.
BlackBerry App World
Category CBR (worst k) CBR (mean k) CBR (best k) CBR (worst k) CBR (mean k) CBR (best k) CBR (worst k) CBR (mean k) CBR (best k)
vs. MeanRating vs. MeanRating vs. MeanRating vs. MedianRating vs. MedianRating vs. MedianRating vs. RG vs. RG vs. RG
Business <0.001 (0.63) <0.001 (0.65) <0.001 (0.65) <0.001 (0.58) <0.001 (0.57) <0.001 (0.58) <0.001 (0.64) <0.001 (0.67) <0.001 (0.67)
Education <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (0.68) <0.001 (0.67) <0.001 (0.67) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (1.00)
Entertainment <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (0.97)
Finance <0.001 (0.91) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.90) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (0.97)
Games <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.90) <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (0.99)
Health & Wellness <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (0.69) <0.001 (0.68) <0.001 (0.69) <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (0.99)
IM & Social Netw. <0.001 (0.84) <0.001 (0.91) <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (0.80) <0.001 (0.87) <0.001 (0.88) <0.001 (0.88) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (0.98)
Maps & Nav. <0.001 (0.86) <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.83) <0.001 (0.89) <0.001 (0.90) <0.001 (0.90) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.97)
Music & Audio <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.58) <0.001 (0.58) <0.001 (0.58) <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.97)
News <0.001 (0.88) <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.85) <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.91) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (0.99)
Photo & Video <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.63) <0.001 (0.62) <0.001 (0.62) <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.97)
Productivity <0.001 (0.90) <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.86) <0.001 (0.86) <0.001 (0.91) <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (1.00)
Shopping <0.001 (0.84) <0.001 (0.88) <0.001 (0.91) <0.001 (0.85) <0.001 (0.90) <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (1.00)
Sports & Recr. <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (0.99)
Travel <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.59) <0.001 (0.60) <0.001 (0.59) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.98)
Utilities <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.90) <0.001 (0.91) <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.97)
Weather 0.002 (0.62) <0.001 (0.70) <0.001 (0.74) 0.003 (0.62) <0.001 (0.70) <0.001 (0.75) <0.001 (0.75) <0.001 (0.88) <0.001 (0.88)
Samsung App
Category CBR (worst k) CBR (mean k) CBR (best k) CBR (worst k) CBR (mean k) CBR (best k) CBR (worst k) CBR (mean k) CBR (best k)
vs. MeanRating vs. MeanRating vs. MeanRating vs. MedianRating vs. MedianRating vs. MedianRating vs. RG vs. RG vs. RG
Entertainment <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (0.69) <0.001 (0.70) <0.001 (0.72) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (1.00)
Games <0.001 (0.72) <0.001 (0.72) <0.001 (0.77) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (1.00)
Health/Life 0.70 (0.46) <0.001 (0.58) <0.001 (1.00) 0.65 (0.46) <0.001 (0.60) <0.001 (0.97) 0.004 (0.47) <0.001 (0.62) <0.001 (1.00)
Music/Video <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (0.91) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (1.00)
Navigation <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (0.90) <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.97) <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (1.00)
Productivity <0.001 (0.91) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (1.00)
Reference <0.001 (0.87) <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (0.55) <0.001 (0.51) <0.001 (0.60) <0.001 (0.88) <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (1.00)
Social <0.001 (0.92) <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (0.91) <0.001 (0.94) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (1.00)
Utilities <0.001 (0.95) <0.001 (0.99) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (0.93) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (0.98) <0.001 (0.96) <0.001 (1.00) <0.001 (1.00)
(a) BlackBerry App World: Comparing CBR settings
(b) Samsung App: Comparing CBR settings
Fig. 5. RQ3: Percentage of win-tie-loss obtained from the Wilcoxon test
performed on the Absolute Residual errors obtained by using CBR with
different numbers of analogies for all the considered categories of the
BlackBerry App World (a) and Samsung App (b) stores.
We also found that the use of 11-12 analogies is sufficient
to reliably predict the rating across all categories for both
the stores.
V. RELATED WORK
In this section we discuss previous work that used the
information available in app stores for estimation purposes. A
comprehensive literature review of other work on App Store
Analysis for Software Engineering can be found elsewhere [6].
No study has been conducted so far on the predictability of
rating for mobile apps. However, previous study have found
statistical relationships between apps’ rating and factors such
as number of downloads [11][14], change and fault proneness
of Android APIs [7], complexity of user interface [57], ap-
plication churn [58], bug fixes [9][59], advertisements [60][8]
and app size [8][61]. Despite being correlated with ratings,
these factors cannot be known at requirements elicitation time
for a newly proposed app. Furthermore they are not accessible
for competitors’ apps. So none of them can be used to estimate
the rating that might be accorded to a new app in the early
phases of app development such as at requirements elicitation
time. Our approach, instead, uses only and solely information
publicly available in app stores, which are easy to access
and collect, and can be used as a good basis for accurate
predictions as shown by our empirical study.
Although no study has focused on rating estimation, a
few studies have looked at other estimation tasks, such as
estimating mobile apps’ size [62][63], cost [64], development
effort [65], and crashes [66], as detailed in the following.
Several functional size measurement approaches have been
proposed in literature to derive the functional size of mobile
apps (e.g., [67][68][69]) and have been used in subsequent
studies to estimate the cost and size of mobile apps. Preuss
[64] carried out a preliminary case study using Function Points
to estimate the cost of an Android app, while Ferrucci et
al. [62][63] applied two different COSMIC measurement ap-
proaches to 13 Android apps, showing that the apps’ functional
size was strongly correlated with the final apps’ size, and that
the functional size could be used to accurately estimate the
apps’ bytecode size.
Francese et al. [65] investigated prediction models based on
information extracted from requirements specification docu-
ments (e.g., number of actors, number of use cases) in order to
estimate the effort needed to implement an app. They validated
this proposal building regression-based estimation models for
23 Android apps and comparing the results to a prediction
model based on source code measures (e.g., number of classes,
number of files). Their results suggest that the measures from
the artefacts produced during the requirements phase are not
worse predictors than those based on code source measures.
Xia et at. [66] used machine learning to predict crashing
releases (i.e., app releases that are more likely to cause
crashes). They collected and used a number of release factors
grouped into six categories (complexity, time, code, diffusion,
commit, text) and used a Naive Bayes classifier to perform
the prediction for 10 open source apps (for a total of 2,638
releases) from the F-Droid repository. Their results revealed
that they can improve over a baseline (random) predictor by
50% and 28% in terms of F1 and AUC, respectively.
Finally, several analytic companies (e.g., AppAnnie [70],
County [71]) provide usage data to developers, such as
downloads, in-app purchase info, etc. Using such information,
developers can make data-driven decisions that may allow for
more successful apps. However, as observed by Nagappan and
Shihab [72], these recommendations are mainly proposed from
a marketing perspective rather than a software engineering one.
Of all this previous work, none has provided assistance
to app developers in determining arguably the most critical
aspect: the app’s requirements. Our findings indicate that we
can fill this gap using the features previously highly rated
by users, as reflected in their predicted rating for previously
published apps containing these features.
VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our findings (RQ1 and RQ2) provide evidence to suggest
that the combination of app features extraction via NLP and
machine learning introduced in this paper can allow us to
accurately predict rating. Also, our rating prediction system
is based on the simple (and intuitive) approach of case
based reasoning. Unlike other more complex machine learning
techniques, case based reasoning has relatively few parameters
that require tuning. RQ3 shows that 11 or 12 analogies are
sufficient for accurately predicting ratings for all categories of
TABLE IV
RQ3: Mean Absolute Residual (MAR) errors obtained with CBR using 1 to 15 analogies to estimate rating for (a) BlackBerry and (b) Samsung apps.
BlackBerry App World
Category CBR1 CBR2 CBR3 CBR4 CBR5 CBR6 CBR7 CBR8 CBR9 CBR10 CBR11 CBR12 CBR13 CBR14 CBR15 Min Avg Max St.Dev.
Business 1.50 1.47 1.48 1.42 1.42 1.40 1.41 1.42 1.41 1.42 1.44 1.43 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.40 1.43 1.50 0.03
Education 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.12 0.02
Entertainment 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.18 0.02
Finance 0.39 0.35 0.27 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.24 0.39 0.06
Games 0.29 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.21 0.29 0.03
Health & Wellness 0.26 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.13 0.26 0.04
IM & Social Netw. 0.62 0.55 0.46 0.42 0.39 0.37 0.33 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.33 0.39 0.62 0.09
Maps & Nav. 0.58 0.47 0.44 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.39 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.37 0.38 0.37 0.40 0.58 0.06
Music & Audio 0.25 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.15 0.25 0.04
News 0.45 0.39 0.38 0.31 0.28 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.28 0.45 0.07
Photo & Video 0.28 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.28 0.03
Productivity 0.37 0.36 0.31 0.28 0.23 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.23 0.37 0.07
Shopping 0.43 0.49 0.48 0.32 0.32 0.28 0.32 0.33 0.29 0.31 0.40 0.45 0.47 0.47 0.54 0.28 0.39 0.54 0.09
Sports & Recr. 0.25 0.24 0.18 0.17 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.17 0.25 0.03
Travel 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.01
Utilities 0.33 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.30 0.26 0.28 0.33 0.02
Weather 0.91 0.89 0.79 0.79 0.87 0.83 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.97 0.94 0.97 1.00 1.10 1.20 0.79 0.93 1.20 0.11
Samsung App
Category CBR1 CBR2 CBR3 CBR4 CBR5 CBR6 CBR7 CBR8 CBR9 CBR10 CBR11 CBR12 CBR13 CBR14 CBR15 Min Avg Max St.Dev.
Entertainment 0.15 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.15 0.04
Games 0.40 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.27 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.24 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.19 0.40 0.12
Healt/Life 2.18 2.16 2.18 2.17 2.19 2.19 2.19 2.19 2.19 2.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.46 2.19 1.07
Music/Video 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.27 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.18 0.16 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.15 0.27 0.11
Navigation 0.28 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.28 0.10
Productivity 0.37 0.19 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.10 0.37 0.10
Reference 0.42 0.35 0.34 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.26 0.42 0.18
Social 0.16 0.12 0.13 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.20 0.08
Utilities 0.23 0.15 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.23 0.06
both app stores. The implication for app developers is that a
prediction system will require mercifully little tuning and can
be deployed immediately. Ease of deployment is an important
property as developers might not have either the time or the
inclination for the tedious and error-prone task of parameter
tuning [73].
The scientific evidence we present in this paper is based
upon the BlackBerry App World and Samsung Android App
markets. Naturally, we cannot (and do not) claim that these
findings will necessarily generalise to other markets and
platforms. However, our results prospect the possibility of
developing suitable prediction systems for other app platforms.
The investigation of such systems remains an open problem
for future work by the research community.
There also remain many other challenging (but exciting)
open problems for App Store Requirement Analysis. For
example, a predictive model can be a complement to other
requirements elicitation approaches such as user and developer
surveys [72][74], or sentiment analysis of customer text re-
views [75][76]. Our approach might also help identify features
that attract a higher rating, or are unique to certain cate-
gories/apps, so that these could be prioritised for development.
The prediction of feature popularity may also be useful in
prioritising features development and enhancement.
In the future we intend to investigate predictive models of
customer evaluations, and the interplay between functional and
non-functional properties of apps, and the data available in app
stores. For example, the inclusion of other possible success
factors and different similarity functions in our proposed CBR
system can augment its capabilities to detect interesting cases
such as apps having very similar features, but very different
user interface or power consumption so that one app is rated
higher than the other.
We will also investigate multi-objective predictive models
using Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE) [77][78].
The use of multi-objective SBSE, which has provided human-
competitive results for other SE prediction tasks [33], can al-
low us to develop predictive models tailored to the conflicting
and competing needs of different app store developers and,
perhaps also their customers.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed an approach to predict the
rating of mobile apps based solely on the technical information
gathered from apps’ description. We used a Natural Language
Processing algorithm to extract, from existing app descriptions,
feature information that capture some of the functionalities
of these apps in the store [11][14]. This data is the basis
for estimates of the rating of apps under consideration at the
requirements elicitation phase.
We evaluated our proposed approach on 11,537 apps con-
tained in the BlackBerry App World and Samsung App stores.
Our results indicate that app ratings are highly predictable
from the claims developers made about their features. The
combination of apps’ features extraction via NLP and Machine
Learning introduced in this paper allowed us to predict with
100% accuracy the rating for 89% of the apps contained
in the stores we considered. Moreover, our prediction is
consistently reliable across all categories of the stores. Finally,
the configuration of the case-base prediction system does not
dramatically impact on the prediction performance and the best
prediction can be obtained in practice using only few apps,
making rating prediction based on proposed app requirements
readily deployable in practice.
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